### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.
This original Nov 12, 2015 broadcast is from Keith Duncan in Philippines
www.SolutionGOD.com is today’s prime and total Reform broadcast reality.

The final clearinghouse database of world solutions is now on newly created
http://www.BuiltByKeith.com for the world to see, believe, and Act with Authority for the benefits of all others.

www.NewZion2.com + www.IFJC2.com are completed New World-New Order.

These world wide crime sprees are reality in simple language that even a grade-schooler can see, believe, and actually Act with Authority for the benefits of others. Nov 16, 2015.

Everyone, please ask Joel Villanueva, and his JIL father Bishop Eddie Villanueva to immediately contact Keith Duncan, (63)0917-335-4300 regarding SolutionGovernment.com that PREVENTS all Political crimes in the first place by putting full accountability by the citizens over their leadership before, during, and after the election cycles. http://www.BuiltByKeith.com is the worlds first Comprehensive Solutions that solve most of mankind's issues, problems, and even international Trade Disputes and wars.

Everyone in the world can google 'BuiltByKeith' with focus on SolutionURL.com in all major languages showing how technology, common sense, and the use if Integrity Principals will transfer the extreme wealth of all criminals back to all common classes. In the USA, 1/2 of all new income is flowing to the 1% most wealthy. The USA remains the most corrupt government in world history based on the financial analysis of experts. Even SolutionUNI.com and WorldSchoolFund.com are for testimony direct to United Nations as well as SolutionMilitary.com . For the Philippines serve with honor by upholding the rights of their citizens as their #1 focus is to create Corruption Free Zones that shall soon extend to the rest of our mutual world.  Time is so critical as I continue to debrief Military, Government Leaders, Press, public, and focus on all churches to unify them together as the common overseers of the their own governments and communities using UNIFICATION meetings of http://www.UNITYurl.com

Join Keith Duncan in the #1 Reformation Movement of all time under the comprehensive protective umbrella of http://www.UNIocracy.com before the 'Criminal Ruling Elite' complete enslaving my 7.380 people around the world.

Keith Duncan
**NOV 15, 2015. Critical Cybercrime Attack.** For some reason, my cell phone had service BLOCKED this evening. PLEASE, everyone contact FBI-AG-Press-USMilitary today and COMMAND them to ACT with Authority like I have taught everyone for now +40 years. My life is still being threatened by all these criminals because I showed the FBI-AG-USMilitary-Press-Public their own crimes against myself and literally thousands of other citizens. No one has ever investigated anyone. If they had, I would be under protection of USA Military, FBI, and other governments and organizations as they can all clearly see I have completed all these world saving, world-changing solutions for public use and action.

[www.SolutionURL.com](http://www.SolutionURL.com) is the singular world-wide referential integrity database for citizens to monitor everyone in the world and pro-actively SHUN all criminals based on face recognition, their international ID, and the criminals own evidence supplied by their victims and peers.

---

**Keith Duncan Nov 15, 2015. Manila Philippines.**

This morning I am at Jesus Is Lord Church in Taguig. [http://jilworldwide.org/](http://jilworldwide.org/)
About 150 people in attendance. Founder is Eddie Villanueva, fondly called Bro. Eddie or Bishop Eddie, His son is Joel who I have been trying to directly contact, even recently. Video on Youtube #309 testifies my visits to one of his technology campuses.

1 Corinthians 13  New International Version (NIV)

13:1 If I speak in the tongues of men or of angels, but do not have love, I am only a resounding gong or a clanging cymbal. 2 If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. 3 If I give all I possess to the poor and give over my body to hardship that I may boast, but do not have love, I gain nothing. 4 Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. 5 It does not dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. 6 Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. 7 It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.

…. ends with 13 And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.

Now 10 am, I remain deeply contemplating exactly if our world will survive the current extreme state of affairs known as predatory greeds. For I have used almost every single description of the true state of our mutual world and the solutions to solve and prevent most of these crimes against humanity.

Greetings in the name of Trinity from World Theologian Journalist

Keith Duncan on Nov 15, 2015. Manila Philippines
This morning I am at Jesus Is Lord Church in Taguig. http://jilworldwide.org/

This just posted on https://www.facebook.com/jesusislordchurch

About 150 people are in attendance. Founder is Eddie Villanueva, fondly called Bro. Eddie or Bishop Eddie, His son is Joel who I have been trying to directly contact, even recently. Video on Youtube #309 testifies my visits to one of his technology campuses. I arrived in middle of service. Afterwards, I met with their pastors (Lady Pastor -VilliaMae?) and lay-leaders about my world ministries. I asked for them to contact Eddie, Joel, and of course all their membership.

The one interesting question they asked was, what was I selling. What was my business… I stated I was here to cross promote each and every church I visited. My goal was to bring more people into each fellowship and communities of faith. My absolute end goal was to fill up stadiums full of people who were hungry for knowledge about relationship Re-Management. That is my #1 ordained and evenly divined skill and talent in the name of our Holy Trinity.
Note that I am not perfect. I make mistakes just like any other mortal person who pursues Justice and Equality. Why no one has truly discovered and used what I have gifted all of humanity, just defies the descriptions of logic and history after all this time.

For now +8 years, I have been fighting a devil cybercrime terrorist over return of my own contracted assets from 3 promissory notes. Robert Dee Rose not only defrauded me, he set me up to be robbed, accused me of asking for my own assets back by Forsyth County GA USA Judgment 08SC-1345, and then had me kidnapped once I went to USA Military to debrief them on the solutions shown in clearinghouse format on newest and final http://www.BuiltBykeith.com that will survive the tests of all time. For SolutionGovernment.com and SolutionURL.com prevent almost all political crimes from occurring in first place. Therefore, the true criminals have no place to hide anywhere in the world as their assets are seized by SolutionMilitary.com and truly honest agencies to build new self-regulated communities of faith and grace.

Join UNITYurl.com and form your own communities of faith and grace that are truly inter-denominational. I am indeed so tired and sick of not being able to find honest persons inside law enforcement in USA government despite broadcasting, personal visits, emails, faxes, calls, and every other means to NOTIFY THEM that I have helped them SOLVE most of their worldly problems.

#### now I am at NewLifeTheFort.com 11 am service at Market Market, Taguig
The church movie theatre is packed with well over 500 people. This is the fourth visit I have made to cross promote Mylene and Joycee Baptistica church.
At The Fort, New Life church at Market Market Sunday, Nov 15, 2015 listening to the Pastor.
www.NewLifeTheFort.com The Grace Center, L4 428B Market! Market! Mall Bonifacio Global City, Taguig, Metro Manila, Philippines 1634. Phone +63(2) 729-9673 Fax: +63(2) 729-2154
info@newlifethefort.com
http://www.twitter.com/newlifethefort
http://www.facebook.com/newlifethefort

Today, i am limited as my wi-fi is not reachable from inside the worship sanctuary, so I can not utilize BibleGateway.com This church started in year 2008. Paster Joycel speaks bout the Paris terrorist attacks and how the Lord is moving and his purpose can not be stopped. The church is indeed the body of the Jesus, God, and the organic portions of our universal being. This is the collective consciousness of mankind where everyone is aware of everyone else with one degree of separation made reality by http://www.SolutionURL.com
Pastor speaks that the safest place is in the pursuit of God. In the seasons of our life, his will and timing is the key to our destiny when we see where God is bring us through the vision of Love and Caring. LIFE. It grows and continues to change and evolve.

The bridge of the Cross shows that Jesus Christ is the URL - You Are Loved link between the evil side of mankind and the righteous pursuit of equality and justice for all of God’s creations. Pastor seeks about too much information is an overload of truths that few people can manage, even in sequentially feed teachings.

Matthew Chapter 25:23 speaks of the master given talents to three of his servants. God has given us ‘talents’ to move to the next level and not be stagnant. Those who invest in others will be rewarded with the richest of heavens because of their faithfulness and best stewardship of loaned assets. This shown on a powerful video at Linville Falls, North Carolina, USA on YouTube.com dated about April 24, 2014 when I traveled by 1930 Model A Ford through the Georgia, NC, and Virginia mountains on my way to Wash the Sin out of Washington during National Prayer day.

Verse Matthew 25:29-30 And cast the unprofitable servant into the outer darkness. There will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.” This is all about teaching all of mankind how to learn to Love and Care for each other at every opportunity. Ephesians 5:15-18 “Look carefully then how you walk!. Live purposefully and worthily and accurately, not as the unwise and…… Therefore do not be vague… 18: do not get drunk with wine…. God’s desire is for us to all flow to the next level of awareness in the sight of the Holy Trinity.

There are three divine strategies provided by God. 1. Need to know the right place (strategy), 2. The right timings. 3. The right relationships. This is all part of the prime methodology http://www.SolutionFinal.com that is the easy 5 steps to solve any personal through world problems. Exactly when and where is the right time and place for mankind to actually take care of their own issues and survival from the ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’.

Keith’s comments here: (NOTE: Until the mass population addresses the evil in our world, then evil will continue to prevail over the meek and mild. ) The secret of change is not fighting and defending the old, but focusing on building the new world, new age order. This is http://www.UNiocracy.com The apostolic calling of churches is to reach out to the entire global communities of faith and grace. We are current writing history (this i have done in the extreme in the name of our Holy Trinity). We must all be change agents and step out of our comfort zones. We are people of destiny. We must ask GOD, where are you leading me?

Thinking of the future by living in the present presence is exactly the role each of you must take to be the most effective Sovereign Ambassador Emissaries to protect all rights of everyone else. Pastor asks why this church has so much growth…. God has a plan. Someone stated this is a Cosmopolitan ministry church movement of action with authority. This one church has 42 congregations tied to this ministry trans-generational directives.

Vision always directly proceeds the legacies of the next generations. Ecclesiastes 7:8 “The end of a thing is better than its beginning; he patient in spirit is better than the proud in spirit”. They now make an announcement. Myleen and Joycel speak about sowing a vision.
They recently went to the USA. Starting next year 2016, Joycel move to “Abalung Life” to be associate pastors of a bigger church. Alvin and Mitch will be the new lead pastors here.

The current church membership is 3,000 strong and growing. He speaks about the agency and agenda of following God’s will to the next places of greatest needs. Jesus Festival is his newest focus. Mylene speaks about working the plans of God in service to others. God does place people in key positions and helps motivate them to pursue learning and teaching about Relationship Re-Management.

Mylene speaks about Jesus walking on the water to demonstrate the ultimate faith to Peter. The bigger visionary ‘sage’ is how to bring our entire world back into one degree of separation. This described multiple times on top of many of these ordained and divine broadcasts. http://www.IseeIunderStand.com has the answers to almost all the world’s problems in repetitive white paper dissertations of theological value to all religions denominations and even agnostic-atheist groups.

Joycel speaks about this transition time and their motivations to move to the next level. This church is planning on moving into new spaces when funding is available. Mylene speaks about the timing of God and his people. The year 2008 was labeled as the Year of New Beginnings. This is the same year when ROSE started his true ultimate crime sprees using the technology I had near perfected after now +40 years of dedicated and focused ministries to all of mankind.

Piggybacking? of course, I have compiled and placed everything into these legacy broadcasts to show the true cause and effects of human kind. The service closes out at 12:30 with song.

Keith Brent Duncan - World Author of #1 Reformation Movement.
Cell +(63) Philippines 0917-335-4300
Cell +(852) Hong Kong 9146-8620
Wechat: BuiltByKeith, Skype: BuiltByKeith2
Everyone just call the USA Military to find Keith as he has asked.
CreatorKeith@Gmail.com Office: +(1) USA (775)888-1631
9120 Double Diamond Parkway, Suite 6309 Reno, Nevada USA 89521.

At 4:00 pm, I am sitting back at the Shanghi La lobby atrium listening to 14 musicians dressed in teal playing violins, flutes, sax, cello, piano, and one oboe. Soon APEC will commence as the entire town in this area has military and police stationed every few hundred meters along each main street and posts set up at each intersection. There goal is to fully secure each area where dignitaries and journalists will congregate to cover the latest world trading enterprise discussions.

Terrorist attacks and threats have been the norm mode for now centuries once the art of war has been perfected with small concealable technology known collectively as guns, plastic explosives, biological weapons, and even just concealed assassination
knives. Even a simple ice-pick is a deadly weapon in the hands of a trained killer or even a young teenager.

I am here to cover all world events, just like I have done for many decades now. I briefly monitor the situations around the world, pick out the most blatantly obvious ones, apply http://www.SolutionFinal.com and the other comprehensive problem solving methodology, and compose to publish the solutions to bring everyone into full-scale accountability for their actions and behaviors.

The sequential list of solutions is extremely long. Many were lost, such as www.SolutionRedDot.com that even the USA Air Force at Langley VA understood as I debriefed them Sept 25, 2011 while asking for ‘safe-haven’ protection from ROSE and criminals I detected inside most county governments and then, from threats by IRS, FBI, AG, USmarshals by their systematical protection of the ONE cyber criminal murderous terrorist known and exposed as Robert Dee Rose.

I have been plagued by criminals who have all provided false witness in the extreme who are clearly tied to ROSE. They have collectively piled on the court documents and false witness by threading these conspiracies with their own signatures that are certified and public domain. My frustration sometimes balances on the brink of total resignation that no honest person has yet to be found.

That is why I have broadcast absolutely everything in order of occurrence with repetitive back-tracking to focus the worlds attention on the true reality of their own mere existence.

Please ask everyone you know to contact the top level leaders of their own governments, Press Corps, Public, Corporations, and all churches immediately. For I have also been directly contacting most of these criminals, commanding them to go immediately to the FBI-AG offices and confess their crimes to minimize their prison time when the PUBLIC and PRESS are beyond outraged by the criminal enterprises that exist inside our own government agencies.

Bitter sweet biggest journalist note of all time is that I have never proposed any overthrow of any government. They are more than perfectly capable of overthrowing themselves based on their own back-stabbing and murderous intentions to gain kingdom status and rule over their slave traded citizens. Is this not black and white obvious. All one has to do is trace the wealth of individuals and confirm if their assets were legally acquired with the proper documentation and that full taxes were paid on their earnings.

As far as total reform of our entire world, this will occur as soon as the Will of the Majority of My/The People rise up in outrage and command their leadership actually do
their jobs at taxpayer expense to PASS the simple 3 By-Pass Laws that change history forever.

Anyone who refuses to address the basic rights of my people, automatically convicts themselves as self-entitling criminals. Why call them anything less. I finally determined that the absolute lowest organic life form anyone could imagine is the dung from cockroaches. It is lower than the organic matter generated by earthworms that is actually a key element in the primal re-birth of life at the absolute lowest level of farming and agricultural methodology.

This entire time, actually my entire life, I have engaged everyone I could to refine these solutions to create a unified society where everyone works efficiently, takes care of their own business, holds themselves and all others accountable, and actually LOVES and CARES for each other.

If they REFUSE, they automatically identify themselves by their own evidence as self-serving, self-entitling, and often even blatant criminals for their ability to take advantage of all others for there own devious purposes.